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Abstract

As artificial intelligence (AI) systems become more widely used,
awareness of the fairness issues associated with such systems is
increasing. Real world systems have been found to discriminate
against marginalized groups and governments are starting to see
fairness concerns as a significant risk associated with the use of AI.
AI practitioners have many tools to address these concerns, but it
is difficult to determine which tools are most appropriate. To assist
AI practitioners, we provide a solution-oriented systemic overview
of fairness in AI. We divide the AI system into five areas of concern
and identify the AI fairness tools associated with each area. We
find there are numerous tools for identifying and addressing fair-
ness concerns that can be practically implemented in AI systems.

1 Introduction

The fairness concerns associated with the use of artificial intelli-
gence (AI) systems are becoming well known. Fairness concerns
are making headlines as large corporations such as Amazon [1] and
Twitter [2] find biases in their AI systems. Governments and regu-
lators are also starting to take notice. The White House specifically
addressed the problem of fairness in AI systems in their “Blueprint
for an AI Bill of Rights” [3]. Unfair systems can discriminate against
marginalized groups, break down trust and sully reputations. To
avoid these issues, AI practitioners must not only consider the over-
all performance of the system, but also the fairness of the system.

To help ensure fairness in AI systems, many researchers have
developed solutions to identify and mitigate system biases. Solu-
tions have been developed to automatically generate training sam-
ples that challenge the biases of image classification models [4],
discourage model biases during training through regularization [5]
and more. There are numerous solutions for the problem of fairness
in AI, each with their own requirements, advantages and disadvan-
tages.

The application of these solutions is not straightforward. It is
difficult to identify the potential fairness challenges an AI system
might face and the actions that should be taken as a response to the
challenges. Existing reviews and analyses of fairness in AI systems
focus on the problem of fairness in AI systems instead of the actions
that can be taken to improve fairness. While these papers may help
practitioners understand the causes and impacts of fairness in their
AI system, they do not help practitioners determine how to address
their specific fairness concerns.

In this work, we provide a solution-oriented, systemic overview
of the current AI fairness landscape. We present a schema of an
AI system, shown in Figure 1, that segments the system into five
different areas of concern. For each area of concern, we detail the
tools that an AI practitioner can use to mitigate fairness concerns.
By identifying, organizing and analyzing current solutions to various
AI bias problems we seek to assist AI practitioners in identifying
solutions to their fairness concerns.

2 Defining Fairness

The term fairness is not well defined. In the broadest sense, one
might say that an AI system has a fairness problem if the system’s
performance varies over an attribute which is not intrinsic to the
system’s task. For instance, a speech recognition system may be
seen to be unfair if its performance varied between different accents
as a subject’s accent. If the accent of a subject was changed, we
would not expect the system to behave differently and therefore the
varying performance between accents can be seen as an instance
of unfairness.

While this definition is intuitive, it is not particularly useful. A
useful definition of fairness would be specific and measurable. Un-
fortunately, there is no single ideal fairness metric that is appropriate
for all projects.
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Fig. 1: Our schema of an AI system. Each area of concern, repre-
sented by a grey box, is associated with design decisions that can
affect the fairness of the system.

To illustrate this, we can consider fairness for binary classifi-
cation. For binary classification, three definitions of fairness are
demographic parity, equalized odds and equal opportunity [6]. As
described in Table 1, all three definitions appear similar yet have
slightly different conditions. Demographic parity is the notion that
the prediction should be independent of protected attributes. While
demographic parity is straightforward, it breaks down when the la-
bel distribution differs between attribute groups. Hardt et al. [6]
proposed the fairness definitions of equalized odds and equal op-
portunity that are able to account for this problem. Equalized odds
requires the prediction to be independent of protected attributes
conditional on the label [6]. This means that the true positive and
false negative rates are equal between attribute groups. Equal op-
portunity relaxes the equalized odds condition to only consider the
case when the label is true [6]. In other words, the equal opportu-
nity definition is only concerned with samples that should receive a
positive prediction.

Different tasks with different goals will require different defini-
tions. Ultimately, fairness is a social concept. There is no single
value which fully encompasses the notion of fairness. AI practi-
tioners should consider both the nature of their system as well as
the social context surrounding their system when determining which
fairness metrics would be most relevant.



Table 1: Three Definitions of Fairness for Binary Classification

Name Definition Explanation

Demographic Parity Pr{Ŷ = 1|A = 0}= Pr{Ŷ = 1|A = 1} The prediction, Ŷ , is independent of pro-
tected attribute A

Equalized Odds Pr{Ŷ = 1|A = 0,Y = y}= Pr{Ŷ = 1|A = 1,Y = y} y ∈ {0,1} The prediction, Ŷ , is independent of pro-
tected attribute A conditional on the label, Y

Equal Opportunity Pr{Ŷ = 1|A = 0,Y = 1}= Pr{Ŷ = 1|A = 1,Y = 1} The prediction, Ŷ , is independent of pro-
tected attribute A when Y = 1

3 Tools For Fair AI

AI systems are complex. The design of an AI system involves nu-
merous decisions involving data sources, model architectures, loss
functions and more. Consequently, there are numerous approaches
for improving the fairness of an AI system. It is a daunting task to
identify the design decisions that will produce a system that is both
fair and performant.

In this section, we provide an overview of the design space of
an AI system with respect to designing for fairness. By presenting
the variety of solutions that have been proposed for improving the
fairness of AI systems, we hope to help AI practitioners understand
the tools that are available to them for designing fair systems.

To organize the overview, we associate each presented tool
with an area of concern. Each area of concern represents a dif-
ferent part of the system, forming our schema for an AI system as
shown in Figure 1. In this schema, ‘data’ represents all information
used by the system to make decisions, ‘model design’ represents
the solution space for the AI model, ‘fitting procedure’ represents
the procedure by which model is identified from the solution space,
‘deployment’ represents how the model is used by the user, and
‘feedback’ represents how the behaviour of model is monitored.

There is one key solution that does not fit into this schema: not
using an AI system. AI systems are not applicable for every task.
If the danger imposed by the fairness concerns is too significant
or if the actions required to mitigate the concerns are infeasible,
it is likely wiser to consider alternate types of systems. In these
situations, systems designed around transparent rules or human
decision makers may be more appropriate.

3.1 Data

Data is the foundation for any AI system and no conversation on fair-
ness in AI systems is complete without a discussion of data. While
researchers often consider their datasets as fixed components, AI
practitioners do have influence over data sources, collection pro-
cesses and processing. A survey of practitioners found that most of
those surveyed considered data collection to be the most important
place to intervene to improve system [7].

Data can be used for tasks such as training, testing and audit-
ing. For all of these tasks to be effective, the data needs to rep-
resent the target population. Biases in the data can induce unfair-
ness in system outputs, even when the model is adjusted for fair-
ness [8]. Using sound sampling methodologies is essential for this
goal. Data collection strategies that are geographically centralized
or only consider certain types of users may not produce datasets
that effectively represent the target population. Simply using a pop-
ular available dataset may not be sufficient. Representation issues
that affect model performance have been identified in many popular
datasets [9, 10]. If the data does not fully represent the population
it may be possible to adjust some metrics if the true composition of
the population is known [8].

While the data collection process is important, assuming one’s
data collection strategy is effective is foolhardy. Developers should
audit and monitor their datasets to verify quality. Auditing is most
effective when high quality metadata is available. If possible, meta-
data such as collection time and data demographics should be col-
lected. If it is not feasible to collect this information for all data, it
may still be feasible to use a model-driven approach to generate
estimations of annotations [10] or to draw conclusions from anno-
tated subsets of the data.

It is important to note that representing the attribute distributions
of the population is not a sufficient condition for a dataset to be fair.
Different subsets of data may be more complex and consequently
require more data for the system. For instance, a pose estimation
system may display higher performance with a simple rigid object

than it would with a complex flexible object. To ensure fairness, we
may want to collect more samples of the complex flexible object.
Instead of ensuring that there is an equal number of samples for
each subgroup, practitioners should ensure that there are enough
samples for each subgroup.

Data can also be processed using data augmentation tech-
niques to rectify any deficiencies. Simple data augmentation ap-
proaches such as random affine transformations can improve model
performance, but the developer should take care to ensure that the
transformations are appropriate as inappropriate transformations
can degrade performance. For example, due to the inherent con-
sistency of the data, in one instance standard data augmentations
actually degraded self-driving car performance [11]. If the augmen-
tation approach is only appropriate for a subset of samples, data
augmentation should cause fairness issues.

More sophisticated data augmentation approaches can directly
address fairness issues in the dataset. For example, BiaSwap
generates new training images by merging automatically identified
‘bias-guiding’ and ‘bias-contrary’ samples [4].

3.2 Model Design

It can be easy to overlook the impact of the model design on fair-
ness. Many state of the art model designs are highly general and
make few assumptions that would affect the system fairness. This
is not to say that the model design does not impact fairness. How-
ever, we do not see significant research relating specific model de-
sign decisions such as model type and model architecture decisions
to fairness. Instead, the developer should be concerned with high-
level decisions as well as the ways in which the model design affects
other decisions in the system.

One high-level design decision that does directly affect fairness
is the model capacity. A model with a small capacity might exhibit
high bias and may not capture the patterns of subgroups with less
representation in the data. Low capacity models that underfit the
data have been shown to exhibit underestimation bias in which low
frequency events are not predicted enough [12]. In contrast, a sys-
tem with a large capacity may overfit the training data, decreasing
the systems ability to generalize. Any subgroups with inadequate
representation in the training data would therefore see degraded
performance with a model that is too large.

The model design also influences the type of data that can be
used in the system. For instance, some models may require mean-
ingful hand-crafted features while others can work with raw unstruc-
tured data using learned features. The use of handcrafted fea-
tures allows the developer to directly control the information used
by the system whereas learned features may capture information
that should not be used in decision making. For example, an im-
age classifier may consider skin tone as a feature even in situations
where racial features may be inappropriate. However, the use of raw
unstructured data may make it easier to construct large, represen-
tative datasets. Similarly, a semi-supervised model design may be
able to improve fairness when used in place of a supervised model
by incorporating additional unlabeled data [13].

Just as understanding the decision making process of the model
is also important for monitoring and rectifying fairness concerns.
Explainability methods have been developed for some model types
that allow the developer to use proxy models or features to under-
stand the decision making process of the model [14]. In simple
models such as simple rule-based and linear regression models,
the parameters of the models can be interpreted directly. It has
been argued that an interpretability approach that prioritizes under-
standing the actual decision making process is more trustworthy
than an explainability approach that uses proxies to provide insight
[15]. However, the explainability approach does not require that the



model is simple enough to be understood by a human, allowing for
more complex and dynamic models.

System developers can also use multiple models in their sys-
tem. This may mean developing distinct models for different sub-
groups or developing a simple fallback model to use when the pri-
mary model is determined to be inappropriate for a given situation.
Out of distribution detection approaches could be used to trigger
the use of the fallback when the input is not well represented in the
training data.

To ensure that all of the model design decisions are optimal,
appropriate validation procedures should be used. All the principles
of good validation procedures for AI systems still apply in a fairness
context. The primary difference between a validation procedure that
does not consider fairness and one that does is simply the use of
fairness metrics in addition to general performance metrics.

3.3 Fitting Procedure

The fitting procedure defines how the final model is derived using
the data and the model design. It is the step in the system where
any potential fairness issues in the data or model design become
actual issues in the model. Consequently, many methods for miti-
gating fairness concerns target the fitting procedure, often employ-
ing modifications to the loss function or post-fitting procedures.

The loss function is a very common target for fairness boosting
methods. Penalty terms, sample weighting schemes and regular-
ization can all be used to push the fitting process towards fairer so-
lutions. These approaches incorporate additional information such
as the source data distribution [16] or to directly incentivize the re-
duction of fairness imbalances [5].

The use of pretraining schemes in which the models that were
previously trained on unrelated datasets are used as the initial
model can also impact fairness. While pretraining can assist in
training more robust models [17], it also introduces the dataset and
fitting procedure used to train the original model as new potential
sources of biases.

Post-fitting procedures can also affect fairness. Some proce-
dures can directly improve the fairness of a fitted model [18]. Other
procedures have other aims, but still affect bias. For instance, model
quantization and pruning methods which aim to compress a neural
network can exacerbate fairness issues [19].

3.4 Deployment

The manner in which a model is deployed determines the manner
in which users will be able to access the model. This means that
while the deployment of a model may not affect its output, it can
affect how the model’s output will affect users. Consequently, the
deployment of a model is an important consideration for fairness.

If the deployment of a model only encourages use for certain
groups of users, the benefits of the system will not be distributed
fairly. This may occur if the system requires expensive or uncom-
mon tools, or if their are prior social dynamics that could affect a
user’s perception of the system. For instance, if certain population
groups are more likely to avoid the system due to a lack of trust in
the institutions providing the system, they would not benefit from the
system. In this context, promoting trust through transparency and
consumer-friendly policies could improve fairness.

Deployment can also affect the system’s ability to adapt to sit-
uations in which use of the model is inappropriate. A simple yet
reliable fallback system could take over in such situations. Auto-
mated decisions using out of distribution detection or model confi-
dence scores, user preferences, and developer overrides could all
trigger the use of a fallback system. Additionally, robust deployment
pipelines could enable developers to rectify any identified fairness
concerns quickly.

3.5 Feedback

It is impossible to anticipate and prevent every possible fairness
issue that may arise. It is therefore essential that the system is
built with feedback mechanisms that enable prompt responses to
fairness issues.

Simply auditing real-world performance regularly can help de-
velopers catch when the system is not performing as expected. To
catch fairness issues, the auditing should include the use of fairness
metrics and investigations into the nature of the systems output in-
stead of just focusing on overall performance metrics. Explainability

tools and interpretation of model parameters can be used to ver-
ify the decision making process is being conducted in an expected
manner. A fairness framework can be applied to ensure effective
and thorough auditing [20–22].

System developers should also consider the role of humans
in the feedback loop. It has been shown that malicious decision-
makers can fool fairness audits [23]. It is therefore important that
an appropriate incentive structure is created to encourage unbiased
fairness audits. On the other side of the feedback loop, users can
be empowered to report any suspected fairness issues they en-
counter. User feedback can catch issues that may be overlooked
by a high-level audit.

4 Conclusion

Recognizing fairness concerns within AI systems is important, but
it is only the first step in the process of designing fair AI systems.
Practitioners must also consider each component of their system
and implement measures that promote fairness. Fortunately, prac-
titioners have many tools at their disposal to build fair systems.
These tools can help practitioners audit their datasets, discourage
the formation of model biases, understand their models and more.
Through careful consideration of the requirements of their system
and the available tools for addressing identified concerns, AI practi-
tioners can design systems that minimize the potential for fairness
issues.
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